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So, you’re going to teach my cat
Russian or what?
Not quite! Russian for Cats is a fully-cast, light-hearted drama about a bilingual
cat named Nadia.
She escapes from a secret lab and finds refuge with Brian (a hoarder with a
heart of gold).
She teaches him Russian and helps him clean up his house and he helps her
stay ahead of the spy agency hunting her.
The first half of every episode is the story followed by a discussion between
Pam (the podcast creator) and Elena (a native Russian speaker) about how to
use the Russian words Nadia is teaching Brian in the story.
Each episode is about 25 minutes long and there are 6 episodes in Season One.

Who is this for?
Listeners who just want a fun, cute story that also makes them feel smart will
love it. Listeners who want to rapidly become fluent in Russian are better served
elsewhere, as Russian for Cats introduces Russian words slowly and carefully.
Despite the whimsical premise, this is not a children’s story. Listeners will hear
“asshole”, “dammit” and “hell” a few times and there is one murder late in
season one. No sex, no gore, nothing gross.

Who made it?
Here are the faces behind the voices, in order of appearance. Each actor worked
remote from his/her own country.

Pam Cameron (Creator and voice of pre roll, mid roll
and end roll)
therealpamcameron@gmail.com
Little Rock, Arkansas

Alexander Doddy (Narrator)
www.AlexanderDoddy.com
England

Olga Kochetkova (voice of Nadia)
Minsk, Belarus

Kyle Teichmann (voice of Brian)
Addison, Texas

Elena Vakhtina (Russian language consultant and voice
of Ruby in episodes 5 and 6)
From Kharkiv, Ukraine and currently residing in Paris.

Jeﬀ Callahan (graphic design and podcasting
consultant)
https://www.becomemorecompelling.com
Little Rock, Arkansas

Heather Henning (Illustrator)
Tulsa, Oklahoma
www.hahanimation.com

Additional voices by Peter Smith and Darko Rajchin.

The story behind the story:
One morning, Pam was sitting in her living room using an app to study Russian
vocabulary and she wondered if there might be a way to use an engaging story
to teach foreign vocabulary words. She started writing.
Twenty-one months later, she finally had season one of Russian for Cats. She
recruited voice talent through Reddit and Upwork and did all the editing herself.
If you’re wondering what inspired her to make the hero of her story a hoarder,
there’s a story behind that too. Just ask!

